
OLDTIMERS EN EXCLUSIEVE WAGENS

1958 PORSCHE 356A, 1970 PORSCHE 911E 2.2, 1947 BUICK
Eight Convertible, 1985 ALPINE GTA V6 Turbo, ARIEL Atom

Supercharged, BMW M6 en nog veel meer.

Startdatum Monday 04 December 2017 10:00

Bezichtiging Wednesday, 06 December 2017 from 14:00 to 16:00
Monday, December 11, 2017 from 18:00 to 20:00
(Nocturne)
Wednesday, 13 December 2017 from 14:00 to 16:00
BE-2630 Aartselaar, Helststraat 47

Einddatum Donderdag 14 december 2017 vanaf 16:00

Afgifte Thursday, 21 December, 2017 from 14:00 to 16:00
BE-2630 Aartselaar, Helststraat 47

Online bidding only!

www.moyersoen.be

Voor meer informatie en voorwaarden:

14/12/2017 05:01



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

495 Bentley Continental GT
 
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Automatic
 Read Mileage: 125293 km
 1st registration: 10/03/2006
 Color blue
 Engine: 5998 cc
 Engine power: 412 kW
 VIN: SCBCE63W56C037363
 Number of keys: 1
 
Option (s): air conditioning, trip computer, central locking, cruise control,
power windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, fog lights, multifunctineel
control, navigation, radio / 6 CD charger, sport seats, heated seats.
 
Additional options info: automatic case closure, electrically adjustable
memory seats, dashboard covered with leather, brown upholstered
headliner, start / stop,
  
 Visible vehicle damage: left front door, left gardeboe general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photos for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 inspection certificate
 Certificate of conformity
 Car-pass
 Bentley service handbook
 Location: Hall 2

14500€

550 4 new light alloy wheels PORSCHE 996 TURBO ,
 fitted with tires MICHELIN Pilot 2 x 235 / 35ZR19 and 2 x 265 / 35ZR19
 Location: Hall 2

1000€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

566 Ferrari Mondial Cabriolet Quattrovalvole
 
 Category: Oldtimers
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Mileage read: 32485 miles
 1st registration: 13/12/1985
 color red
 Engine: 2927cc - DOHC V8 - 214 hp
 VIN (EU) ZFFLC15B000051263
 Number of keys: 3
 
 Perfect condition.
 
 
 Maintenance: Francorchamps Motors Brussels
 
 Option (s): power windows, air conditioning, leather interior, radio / CD
Pioneer plaque on Pininfarina exterior, electrically retractable headlights.
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage That might be expected've
given the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 Registration certificate Part 1 + 2
 Inspection (state of the vehicle)
 Location: A

16500€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

584 Porsche 911 2.2 Irish Green
 
 Category: Car.
 Fuel: gasoline
 Transmission: manually
 Mileage read: 41316 km miles.
 1st inscription: 01/01/1970
 Color: green
 Engine capacity: 2200 cc.
 Engine power: 114 kW.
 Emission category: unknown.
 Emission CO²: unknown.
 VIN: 91102200140000000
 Number of keys: 1
 
 Full restoration. In very good condition.
 
 Option (s): alloy wheels.
 Additional information / options: Motor equipped with carburetors, repainted
in original IRISH GREEN,
 
 Visible damage: general use damage.
 (General Use All Means Damages Damages Regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.
 
 Vehicle documents:
 Certificat of conformity: present.
 Certificat of inscription: present.
 
 Maintenance booklet,
 Certificat or TC valid untill: 0

25000€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

585 1 MERCEDES BENZ 280 SE,
 
 Category: Oldtimers
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Mileage read: 78554
 1st registration: 24-10-1972
 Color blue
 Engine: 2800 cc
 Chassis Number: 10801810093185
 Number of keys: 3
 
 Additional information / options: Blaupunkt radio, sunroof
 Vehicle is in good to excellent condition.
 
  
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 
 Board Documents:
 Registration: Present
 Certificate of confirmity: Present
 Carpass: Present
 Inspection Certificate: Present
 Certificate This vehicle is registered in the national vehicle database only.
On the pass are recorded readings of the car with the associated data from
the registry.
 
 Location: A9

3500€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

586 BMW 628
 
 Category: Car.
 Fuel
 Transmission:
 Mileage read: 237001 km.
 First registration: 12.06.1984
 color blue
 Engine displacement: 2800 cc.
 Engine power: unknown.
 emission class: unknown.
 CO² emissions: unknown.
 VIN: WBAEA810X08160675
 Number of keys: 1
 
 Option (s): air conditioning, power windows, leather interior, sunroof.
 
 
 visible damage vehicle left mirror, hood did not, by Driver's does not close
properly, and general purpose damage.
 (Under the general purpose Damages Damages due to the age and
mileage.)
 You can view the photo report for a detailed overview.
 
 Board documents:
 Certificate of Confirmity: present.
 registration certificate: present
 

1130€

587 MERCEDES 280CE
 
 Category: Car.
 Fuel
 Automatic transmission
 Mileage read: 177 648 km.
 First registration: 21.11.1978
 White Color
 Engine displacement: 2800 cc.
 Engine power: unknown.
 emission class: unknown.
 CO² emissions: unknown.
 VIN: unknown.
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Option (s): trailer hitch.
 Additional information / options: Original design, color, and repainted,
 
 visible damage vehicle: general purpose damage.
 (Under the general purpose Damages Damages due to the age and
mileage.)
 You can view the photo report for a detailed overview.
 
 Board documents:
 Certificate of Confirmity: present.
 registration certificate present. ''

1130€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

642 Volkswagen Beetle 1300 Automatic
 
 Category: Car.
 Fuel: gasoline
 Transmission: automatic
 Mileage read: 21 075 km.
 1st inscription: 14/06/1971
 Color: blue
 Engine capacity: 1300 cc.
 Engine power: unknown.
 Emission category: unknown.
 Emission CO²: unknown.
 VIN: XXXXXXX1112903031
 Number of keys: 1
 
 Option (s): no standard options present.
 
 Perfect condition, complete restoration. 6000 Euro invoices.
 
 Visible damage: general use damage.
 (General Use All Means Damages Damages Regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.
 
 Vehicle documents:
 Certificat of conformity: present.
 Certificat of inscription: present.
 
 Maintenance booklet,
 Certificat or TC valid untill: xx / xx / xxxx

2500€

643 PORSCHE 924 A
 
 Category: Car.
 Fuel: gasoline
 Transmission: manually
 Mileage read: 75 808 km.
 1st inscription: 30/08/1978
 Color: red
 Engine capacity: 2000 cc.
 Engine power: 92 Kw.
 Emission category: unknown.
 Emission CO²: unknown.
 VIN: XXXXXXX9249100534
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Option (s): no standard options present.
 
 
 Visible damage: general use damage.
 (General Use All Means Damages Damages Regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.
 
 Vehicle documents:
 Certificat of conformity: present.
 Certificat of inscription: present.
 Certificat or TC valid untill: xx / xx / xxxx

2300€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

644 Porsche 914 Targa 1700
 
 Category: Car.
 Fuel: gasoline
 Transmission: manually
 Mileage read: 81 403 km.
 1st inscription: 07/04/1970
 Color: red
 Engine capacity: 1700 cc.
 Engine power: unknown.
 Emission category: unknown.
 Emission CO²: unknown.
 VIN: XXXXXXX4702904044
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Option (s): no standard options present.
 
 
 Visible damage: general use damage.
 (General Use All Means Damages Damages Regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.
 
 Vehicle documents:
 Certificat of conformity: present.
 Certificat of inscription: present.
 Certificat or TC valid untill: xx / xx / xxxx

7500€

645 BUICK EIGHT CONVERTIBLE
 
 Category: Car.
 Fuel: gasoline
 Transmission: Manuel
 Mileage read: 7466 km.
 1st inscription: 01/01/1947
 Color: blue no standard options present.
 Engine capacity: 4065 cc.
 Engine power: unknown.
 Emission category: unknown.
 Emission CO²: unknown.
 VIN: XXXXXXXXX14599476
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Option (s): Electric soft top
 
 Full restoration, perfect condition.
 
 
 Visible damage: general use damage.
 (General Use All Means Damages Damages Regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.
 
 Vehicle documents:
 Certificat of conformity: present.
 Certificat of inscription: present.
 
 The buyer will apply for recovery of the board documents. He Shall under
no circumstance claim interventionism or Moyersoen SA, nor his mandatary.
 Certificat or TC valid untill: xx / xx / xxxx

20000€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

646 A12 CHECKER MARATHON 'YELLOW CAB'
 
 Category: Car.
 Fuel: gasoline
 Transmission: automatic
 Mileage read: 10 048 km.
 1st inscription: 13/10/1977
 Color: yellow
 Engine capacity: 3800 cc.
 Engine power: 104 kW.
 Emission category: unknown.
 Emission CO²: unknown.
 VIN: XXXXXXA1111707451
 Number of keys: 3
 
 Option (s): no standard options present.
 Additional information / options: Original VIKING taximeter
 
 Visible damage: general use damage.
 (General Use All Means Damages Damages Regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.
 
 Vehicle documents:
 Certificat of conformity: not present.
 Certificat of inscription: present.
 
 The buyer will apply for recovery of the board documents. He Shall under
no circumstance claim interventionism from Moyersoen SA, nor his
mandatary.
 Certificat or TC valid untill: xx / xx / xxxx

1000€

647 CHRYSLER LE BARON
 
 Category: Car.
 Fuel: gasoline
 Transmission: automatic
 Mileage read: 101 080 miles
 1st inscription: 15/09/1993
 Color: white
 Engine capacity: 3000 cc.
 Engine power: 100 kW.
 Emission category: unknown.
 Emission CO²: unknown.
 VIN: 1C3XU4535PF661208
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Option (s): air conditioning, central lock, cruise control, electrical windows,
alloy wheels.
 
 
 Visible damage: Vehicle does not start - no battery damage and general
use.
 (General Use All Means Damages Damages Regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.
 
 Vehicle documents:
 Certificat of conformity: present.
 Certificat of inscription: present.
 Certificat or TC valid untill: 06/24/2016

500€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

648 PEUGEOT 309 1600 Automatic
 
 Category: Car.
 Fuel: gasoline
 Transmission: automatic
 Mileage read: 50 421 km.
 1st inscription: 07/05/1990
 Color: gray
 Engine capacity: 1600 cc.
 Engine power: 76 Kw.
 Emission category: unknown.
 Emission CO²: unknown.
 VIN: VF33AB2B410192124
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Option (s): no standard options present.
 
 
 Visible damage: general use damage.
 (General Use All Means Damages Damages Regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.
 
 Vehicle documents:
 Certificat of conformity: present.
 Certificat of inscription: present.
 Certificat or TC valid untill: xx / xx / xxxx

750€

649 VOLVO P444 'kattenrug'
 
 Category: unknown.
 Fuel: gasoline
 Transmission: manually
 Mileage read: 64 599 km.
 1st inscription: xx / xx / xxxx
 Color: gray
 Engine capacity: unknown.
 Engine power: unknown.
 Emission category: unknown.
 Emission CO²: unknown.
 VIN: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
 Number of keys: 1
 
 Option (s): no standard options present.
 
 
 Visible damage: Vehicle does not start, engine will be around general use
and damage.
 (General Use All Means Damages Damages Regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.
 
 Vehicle documents:
 Certificat of conformity: not present.
 Certificat or inscription: not present or missing.
 
 The buyer will apply for recovery of the board documents. He Shall under
no circumstance claim interventionism or Moyersoen SA, nor his mandatary.

1100€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

650 MCW Metrocab LONDON TAXI (FORD)
 
 Category: unknown.
 Fuel: gasoline
 Transmission: manually
 Mileage read: 120 900 km.
 1st inscription: xx / xx / xxxx
 Color: unknown.
 Engine capacity: unknown.
 Engine power: unknown.
 Emission category: unknown.
 Emission CO²: unknown.
 VIN: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
 Number of keys: 1
 
 Option (s): no standard options present.
 
 
 Visible damage: Vehicle does not start - no battery damage and general
use.
 (General Use All Means Damages Damages Regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.
 
 Vehicle documents:
 Certificat of conformity: not present.
 Certificat or inscription: not present or missing.
 
 The buyer will apply for recovery of the board documents. He Shall under
no circumstance claim interventionism or Moyersoen SA, nor his mandatary.

450€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

651 1992 Chevrolet Corvette C4 LT1
 
 Category: Oldtimers
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Mileage read: 121 917 km
 1st registration: 01/02/1992
 Colour black
 Engine: V8 350 Cui (LT1) - 5739cc - 225 kW (300 hp)
 VIN: (EU) 1G1YY23P2N5104461
 Number of keys: 2 sets
 
 
 Option (s): power windows, air conditioning, leather interior (electric), radio /
CD Bosch, electrically retractable headlights, Koni lowering kit,
 
 velgenset including: 18/19 """" NN breedset fitted with tires Continental
Sport Contact 2 (front: 245 / 40R18, rear: 295 / 30ZR19)
 Gearbox clutch and weathered clay, ZR1
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 Registration certificate Part 1 + 2
 MOT (state of the vehicle)
 Location: A

7500€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

652 1985 Renault Alpine GTA 2.8 V6 Turbo
 
 Category: Oldtimers
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Mileage read: 85000 km
 1st registration: 1985
 Engine: V6 Turbo - 2849cc - 147kW (200hp)
 VIN: (EU) VFAD50005F0000595
 Number of keys: 1
  
 Because these Alpine was presented at the salon in Geneva 1984 and
went into production in the beginning of 1985 the first 6 months of
construction were used, and other molds for the assembly line manually
built.
 This model therefore has a different threshold and curvature of the flanks
than all other models which were produced later.
 There are slight differences in this series that were not subsequently used
as the construction was more mechanically.
 
 Option (s): power windows, leather interior, Azev 17 '' wheels, central
locking, double DEVIL exhaust outlet 4 with tips
 
 
 Visible vehicle damage: cracks in right headlight, general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 vehicle registration
 Certificate of conformity
 MOT (state of the vehicle)
 Location: A

10000€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

653 1972 Opel GT 1900 (converted to the GT / J 1100)
 
 Category: Oldtimers
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Mileage Read : 95375
 1st registration: 11/10/1972
 Engine: 1078 cc (original engine was replaced in 1982)
 Chassis Number: 345634171
 Number of keys: 5
  
 The Opel GT / J. In 1970 was taken from the 1100 production, as occurred
in the city in 1971, the GT / J. This version was simpler than the GT version.
Instead of an oil pressure and ammeter had the GT / J indicator lights, he
had no relief in the engine compartment and the main difference is that all
the chromium has been replaced by matt-black rubbers and rally stripes
were applied on the side of the car. The GT / J came in four non-metallic
colors: orange, blue, bright yellow, yellow ocher. Much of the production
units are built for the American market.
 
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 vehicle registration
 Certificate of conformity
 Location: A

5000€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

654 1961 Fiat 1200 Cabriolet Pininfarina
 
 Category: Oldtimers
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Mileage read: 00628
 1st registration: 01/07/1961
 Engine: 1300
 VIN: CA458981 (01)
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Vehicle good running condition.
 overhauled engine and gearbox (include photos)
 convertible roof waterproofing
 Brakes and suspension OK
 Interior: details to be finished
 Paintwork: OK provided it and improve it
 
  
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 Vehicle license part I + II
 MOT
 Location: A

7000€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

655 1970 MG B ROADSTER
 
 Category: Oldtimers
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual + overdrive
 Mileage read: 101415
 1st registration: 18/06/1970
 Engine: 1800cc
 VIN: GHN5200268
 Number of keys: 2
 
 The MG B was the first MG (Morris Garage) with a self-supporting body.
The MGB roadster was built between 1962 and 1980. The former models
are identified by the chrome bumpers. The later models were under the
influence of the US legislation in the field of security with plastic ones.
 
Full restoration, very good condition. Complete list of bills available. Power
steering, extra oil and air cooling
 
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 vehicle registration
 Certificate of conformity
 MOT
 Location: A

5000€

656 1971 MG B Roadster
 
 Category: Oldtimers
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Mileage read: 18886 Miles
 1st registration: 30/06/1971
 Engine: 1800cc
 VIN: GHN5217286G
 Number of keys: 2 + battery key
 
 The MG B was the first MG (Morris Garage) with a self-supporting body.
The MGB roadster was built between 1962 and 1980. The former models
are identified by the chrome bumpers. The later models were under the
influence of the US legislation in the field of security with plastic ones.
 
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 Registration certificate Part I
 MOT
 Location: A

9500€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

657 MERCEDES 280SL Pagoda
 
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Mileage read: 105648 km.
 1st registration: 15/09/1968
 Color blue
 Engine capacity: 2800 cc.
 Chassis Number: 11304410006758
 Number of keys: 1
 
 Additional info / Options: Hardtop + softtop
 Evaluation report Miguel Roba,
 Overview Photos restoration
 Comprehensive range of information leaflets
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Full restoration, very good condition.
 
 Board Documents:
 Certificate of conformity: present.
 Registration: present.
 Inspection certificate: present.

25000€

658 MERCEDES 300SL
 
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Automatic
 Mileage read: 82017 km.
 1st registration: 15/09/1986
 Color: Gold
 Engine capacity: 3000 cc.
 VIN: WDB1070411A044713
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Option (s): power windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, fog lights.
 Additional information / options: Soft Top, hardtop in body color
 
 Very good condition, new soft top, new tires, new interior, new exhaust, and
more.
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 Certificate of conformity: not present.
 Registration: present.
 Carpass, and Maintenance Guide Inspection certificate: available
 
 The buyer must request the missing papers. Neither Moyersoen or his
client nor the trustee will be responsible for this.

8000€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

659 MERCEDES 350SL V8
 
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Automatic
  Mileage read: 182889 km.
 1st registration: 19/01/1980
 Colour: Grey
 Engine capacity: 3500 cc.
 Chassis Number: 10704312014228
 Number of keys: 1
 
 Option (s): leather interior, alloy wheels, radio, Windnet,
 
 Additional info / Options: Hardtop good condition, Softtop in usable
condition, original Belgian vehicle, very good condition.
 
 Visible vehicle damage: Body exhibits here and there wear, no rust, interior
intact original condition, not restored. No torn dashboard,
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 Certificate of conformity: present.
 Registration: present.
 Carpass and Inspection certificate: available

7000€

660 PORSCHE 356A Super 1600
 
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Mileage read: 62886 km.
 1st registration: 15/09/1958
 Colour: Grey
 Engine capacity: 1582 cc.
 Engine power: 44.7 Kw.
 Chassis Number: 106 082
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Additional information / options: Soft Top
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 Certificate of conformity: not present.
 Registration: present.
 FIVA certification attending.
 Carpass attending.
  Inspection certificate: present.
 
 The buyer must request the missing papers. Neither Moyersoen or his
client nor the trustee will be responsible for this.

50000€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

661 Chevrolet Corvair 140 Convertible
 
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Mileage read: 89622 km.
 1st registration: 15/09/1965
 Color: Bordeaux
 Engine capacity: 2683 cc.
 Engine power: 104 kW.
 VIN: 105675W240734
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Additional information / options: softtop, new battery
 
 Good condition, new reconditioned engine, new tires, 6 cylinders, 4
carburettors, 140 hp.
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 Certificate of conformity: not present.
 Registration: present.
 Certificate of Title: available
 Inspection certificate: available
 
 The buyer must request the missing papers. Neither Moyersoen or his
client nor the trustee will be responsible for this.

3500€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

662 1988 Porsche 944 2.5i Celebration Edition (M757)
 
 Category: Oldtimers
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Counter reading: 135 137 Miles
 1st registration: 15/01/1988
 Engine: 2500 cc - 160hp
 VIN: WP0ZZZ94ZJN470455
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Very good condition.
 
 Option code M757 '' Celebration Edition '' - To mark the 100,000th car
rolling off the production line Neckarsulm, a limited edition was made
available in either Zermatt Silver or Satin Black Metallic.
 
 These Celebration models- effectively standard cars Brought up to a very
high specification, featured black leatherette, the attractive gray or maroon ''
STUDIO '' cloth and silver and gray carpeting. The new split rear seat backs
were included, along with automatic heating control removable and
electrically tilting sunroof. Wheels were 7J the optional front and rear 8J
""telephone dials"", fitted with 205 / 55VR16 and 225 / 50VR16 tires
respectively. Integral fog lamps werealso fitted at the front. US models did
not have the rear ""944"" logo found on the cars for other markets.
 
 Targa system, Sunroof, Electric mirrors, Folding headlights, fog lights, fog
lights rear, air conditioning, electric seats, leather interior, Celebration
Edition code 757, Original american, full history, Power trunk, Power
windows, Sound System, Alarm System, Porsche logo The doors
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 vehicle registration
 Certificate of conformity
 MOT
 Location: A

6500€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

663 1989 BMW Z1
 
 Category: Oldtimers
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Counter reading: 114943
 1st registration: 10/08/1989
 Engine: 2476 cc - 123 kW
 VIN: WBABA91060AL01114
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Very good condition.
 
 The BMW Z1 is a convertible of the Bavarian carmaker BMW. The Z1 was
designed in 1986 by Harm Lagaay. The car, which was presented in 1987,
between 1989 and 1991 produced just 8,000 copies. More than three
quarters of these were sold on the domestic market, Germany. The most
striking of these cars were the doors that could sink into the body. That body
consisted entirely of thermoplastic molded by General Electric in body
panels. The car was also the first car in the world who could get 1g
cornering with standard tires, partly through the hood in reverse wing profile
and the transverse outlet also had an inverted airfoil.
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage, crack in Thermoplastic left
front wing.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 vehicle registration
 Certificate of conformity
 MOT
 Several invoices and documents
 Location: A

22500€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

664 1987 Porsche 911 Carrera Cabriolet 964 3.2 G50
 
 Category: Oldtimers
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Mileage read: 7303 Miles
 1st registration: 21/04/1989
 Engine: 3164 cc
 VIN: WP0ZZZ91ZHS171327
 Number of keys: 1
 
 Very good condition, very low mileage.
 
 Porsche 911 Cabriolet, 3.2 in conjunction with Getrag G50 gearbox, the
perfect classic Porsche? With the 3.2 underwent the 911 one of its biggest
changes. Not only was the car from 1987 through the placement of a G50
gearbox more suitable for everyday transport, was also a long-term
relationship guaranteed by the fully galvanized body. The power convertible
top, blue in the same color as the leather interior, stands out in contrast to
the white body and excels in ease of use.
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 vehicle registration
 Certificate of conformity
 MOT
 Location: A

30000€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

665 1986 Mercedes-Benz 300SL R107 Manual
 
 Category: Oldtimers
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Counter reading: 137113
 1st registration: 1986
 Engine: 2962 cc - 188pk
 Number of keys: 1
 
 Very good condition.
 
 The Mercedes-Benz W107 series (officially known as R107 for the roadster
and coupé models for C107) was produced from 1971 to 1989 and is in
addition to the G-series, the Mercedes model with the longest production. In
the fall of 1985, the 300SL (BM107.041) was launched to replace the 280
model. This was the new (M103) engine that produced 188 hp (5700 rpm)
and 260 Nm (4400 rpm). The M103 in this beautiful night blue SL is coupled
to a manual gearbox for driving pleasure. The carriage is provided with a
hardtop in the same color. This perfectly preserved SL has over 24 years in
the hands of the same owner.
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 vehicle registration
 Certificate of conformity
 MOT
 Location: A

9000€
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666 2009 Ariel Atom Supercharged
 
 Category: Exclusive cars
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: Manual
 Mileage read: 14915
 1st registration: 12/08/2009
 Engine capacity: 1998 cc -220 kW
 VIN: AA09H2022HNRAM631
 Number of keys: 1
 
 With possibility to use on public roads.
  
 Ariel is one of the smallest carmakers of Britain. The seven employees put
together less than 100 cars a year together. The only car the company
makes the Ariel Atom, a sports car that has an exoskeleton. He weighs 520
kilos and has an output of 230 hp. The Ariel accelerates from 0 to 100 h in
2.7 seconds.
 The Ariel Atom, however, does it all just a little faster, he was provided in
2011 from the supercharger kit with matching ECU, and now has 300hp.
 
 Further options: steering wheel with shift light, AA3 Side panels Full
windscreen, towing eye, clear rear lights, battery optimizer, Rollbar, Aux, Alu
wing mirrors Carbon Look.
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 vehicle registration
 Certificate of conformity
 MOT
 Location: A

20000€
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667 2014 F06 BMW M6 Gran Coupé
 
 Category: Exclusive cars
 Fuel gasoline
 Transmission: 7-speed M-DCT automatic transmission
 Mileage read: 43715
 1st registration: 25/04/2014
 Engine: 4.4 liter V8 Twin Turbo - 560 hp
 VIN: WBS6C910X0D385900
 Number of keys: 2
 
 Impressive in every detail, overwhelming as total work: the BMW M6 Gran
Coupe is much more than a perfectly coordinated combination of high-
performance technologies. Rather, it represents the experience and
craftsmanship of the engineers of BMW M. With an equally lively as
imperturbable character, you have to experience yourself. Preferably one of
the five perfectly contoured seats - optionally surrounded by the finest
materials from the BMW Individual Collection. The deep growl from the
characteristic dual tailpipes reveals the enormous power of the 560 hp M
TwinPower Turbo V8 petrol engine. Thanks to the symbiosis of technologies
such as the M double-clutch transmission with Drivelogic and the optional M
carbon-ceramic brakes, the BMW M6 Gran Coupé is a compelling
introduction to the M philosophy. And even this experience can be
experienced even more intensely: the extra available Competition Pack
increases the performance and the heartbeat of the pilot in the cockpit of the
character shaped body.
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents: Application for
 Location: A

20000€
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668 2013 Porsche Cayenne S V8 Diesel
 
 Category: Exclusive cars
 Fuel: Diesel
 Transmission: 8-speed S-tronic automatic transmission
 Mileage read: 56251
 1st registration: 17/12/2013
 Engine capacity: 4134 cc V8 Turbo Diesel - 281 kW (382 hp)
 VIN: WP1ZZZ9ZZELA68259
 Number of keys: 1
 
 That V8 in the Cayenne S Diesel fine power. With 382 hp is trumped all
competition, even the BMW X6 M50d has only one less horsepower. And
no, that's no coincidence. But what is more important is the enormous
torque of this unit. As many as 850 Nm is able to cough up the Cayenne S
Diesel. How much that is your brand if you go once subtly on the gas to
overtake: kick you pedal full of switches the eight-speed S-Tronic some
move back, but go to work a little more subtle with the right foot then this
often not even necessary and accelerates just very pleasant and rap without
the gearbox have to feel a couple of times. Very comfortable, otherwise you
can not really describe it. Yet there is also a sporty edge to the SUV. From
zero to hundred sprint is for example possible in 5.7 seconds and top speed
is 252 kilometers per hour.
 
 The Cayenne S Diesel played a true feat ready at the Paris Charles de
Gaulle. As the car drew an Airbus A380 of Air France forth and so won a
place in the Guinness Book of World Records.
 
 Air suspension with height adjustment PASM
 diesel 100liter
 electric Towing
 Electrically adjustable steering column with memory function
 Tiptronic
 Heated multifunction steering wheel
 IsoFix
 Velor floor mats
 14-way electric seats with memory function
 Seat heating in front
 electrical box
 tinted windows
 Mirrors automatically cladding and heatable
 Electric folding mirrors
 Start-Stop system
 navigation europe
 Parking sensors front and rear
 reversing camera
 Xenon Headlights
 Light height automatically adjustable
 cruise control
 fog lights
 Headlight cleaning system
 mood lighting
 And exit lights
 Heated windscreen washer jets
 Bose high end sound system
 Cayenne Sport wheels 20 inches
 GTS Sport seats, front and rear
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general use damage.
 (Under general use damage is any damage that might be expected given

15000€
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the age and mileage.)
 You can consult the photo shoot for a detailed overview.
 
 Board Documents:
 Application for registration
 
 Location: A

669 NISSAN Terrano 2.7 TD PROTO Competitiewagen

Category: unknown.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 14190 km.
1st inscription: 15/09/1994
Color: white
Engine capacity: 2700 cc.
Engine power: unknown.
Emission category: unknown.
Emission CO²: unknown.
VIN: VSKKVNR20U0207438
Number of keys: 1

Option(s): no standard options present.
Extra info/options: Geprepareerd voor Afrika: koelkast, intercooler, 0,80
vliegtuigaluminium bodembescherming, lim. Sperdif achter, mauele lockers
vooras, snorkel, 6 punts rolkooi met extra 4 punts boven dak, Xenon groot
licht, LED Bar, hoofdstroomschakelaar, dubbele brandstoffilter,
zandladders, 5 punts-gordels, kuipzetels. Motor is voorzien van
mechanische branstofpomp.

Visible damage: general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: not present.
Certificat of inscription: not present or incomplete.

The buyer will apply for recovery of the boarddocuments. He shall under no
circumstance claim intervention of Moyersoen SA, nor his mandatary.
Certificat of TC valid untill: 14/04/2018

980€
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670 JAGUAR XK8

Category: unknown.
Fuel: gasoline
Transmission: automatic
Kilometer reading: 239322 km.
1st inscription: 04/01/2002
Color: blue
Engine capacity: 3996 cc.
Engine power: 209 Kw.
Emission category: unknown.
Emission CO²: 281 gr/km.
VIN: SAJAA41M32NA27276
Number of keys: 1

Option(s): air conditioning, central lock, electrical windows, leather interior,
alloy wheels, fog lights, rear park distance control, front park distance
control.
Extra info/options: ingebouwde carkit MOTOROLA, park assist voor +
achter,

Visible damage: right front bumper, left front door and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: not present.
Certificat of inscription: not present or incomplete.

The buyer will apply for recovery of the boarddocuments. He shall under no
circumstance claim intervention of Moyersoen SA, nor his mandatary.

1125€
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671 JAGUAR XJ DOUBLE SIX Serie III Daimler

Category: Car.
Fuel: gasoline
Transmission: automatic
Kilometer reading: 166672 km.
1st inscription: 04/03/1993
Color: blue
Engine capacity: 5344 cc.
Engine power: 194 Kw.
Emission category: unknown.
Emission CO²: unknown.
VIN: SAJDDALW4CR487541
Number of keys: 1

Option(s): central lock, electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels,
radio/cd.
Extra info/options: ingebouwde carkit NOKIA, interieur afgewerkt met
mahoniehout,

Visible damage: general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: not present.
Certificat of inscription: not present or incomplete.

The buyer will apply for recovery of the boarddocuments. He shall under no
circumstance claim intervention of Moyersoen SA, nor his mandatary.

1350€

672 JAGUAR XJ DOUBLE SIX Serie III DAIMLER

Category: Car.
Fuel: gasoline
Transmission: automatic
Kilometer reading: 66893 km.
1st inscription: 26/05/1987
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 5307 cc.
Engine power: unknown.
Emission category: unknown.
Emission CO²: unknown.
VIN: SAJDDRLW4CM477930
Number of keys: 1
First owner

Option(s): central lock, electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, fog
lights, open roof, radio/cd.
Extra info/options: elektrische spiegels,

Visible damage: general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.

7000€
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673 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER

Category: unknown.
Fuel: gasoline
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 141442 km.
1st inscription: 10/04/1996
Color: black
Engine capacity: 1970 cc.
Engine power: 110 Kw.
Emission category: unknown.
Emission CO²: unknown.
VIN: ZAR91600006015558
Number of keys: 1

Option(s): air conditioning, electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels,
fog lights, radio/cd, sport seats.

Visible damage: general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: not present.
Certificat of inscription: not present or incomplete.

The buyer will apply for recovery of the boarddocuments. He shall under no
circumstance claim intervention of Moyersoen SA, nor his mandatary.

750€


